


Meishi is an exciting new communication tool that can fulfil a wide range of your business’s 
digital and mobile needs. Meishi is not just a product but rather a platform that allows you 
to build and redefine your digital identity. Depending on your individual needs the Meishi 
portfolio is designed around your unique brand identity and can act as your central 
communication hub, pocket portfolio, digital showroom or all the above.

Meishi makes it easier than ever before to put your brand into the palms of your audience’s 
hands. Our responsive design ensures that the same great experience is delivered across all 
devices while our extensive support framework allows you to share communications via Email, 
WhatsApp, QR Codes, URLs and all your favourite social channels.
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By integrating your Meishi Portfolio with your website and relevant ERP and CRM systems, 
you can get detailed macro and microanalysis on how your audience engages with your 
brand.

Moving more of your business into the digital space will enable you to be more flexible and 
dynamic in the long run and save time, trees and money in the short term. The Meishi portfolio 
allows for instant updates to user’s portfolios via the Meishi dashboard, meaning you don’t 
have to waste money on printing business cards and brochures ever again.



While an excellent product or service is the best way to get new clients through the door, 
it’s the experience they have when engaging with you that makes them stay. This is where 
Meishi will help you retain clients, by streamlining your customer service process through 
AI Chatbots and Robotic Process Automation your audience can be served more efficiently 
allowing your employees to focus on more important matters. 

By streamlining and consolidating your communications on the Meishi platform you’ll be able 
to track and analyse exactly how people are digitally interacting with your brand. This will 
allow you to create tailor-made offerings, so you are always one ahead of the competition.
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Thank you.Thank you.


